Quality and Performance Management with integrated Clinical, Financial and Operational Analytics

"You can't manage what you don't measure"

Robert S. Kaplan
Harvard Business School
Ad Hoc Analysis Tools

Sound familiar?
You require a one-off report to investigate or analyze a unique scenario and it takes a considerable amount of time with multiple manual steps to export and prepare the data. Once you finally review the report it naturally prompts additional questions that involve multiple rounds of manual data compilation to address.

We have the solution:
Use our comprehensive Ad Hoc Analysis tool to mine your data freely by selecting metrics and comparing time periods with a multitude of filter scenarios.

Automated Reports

Sound familiar?
You spend way too much time using Excel to gather and aggregate data into reports. Providers complain that they are working more than others and you don’t have a quick or easy way of showing them how they compare to their peers.

We have the solution:
Automatically send a scheduled monthly dashboard report via email to providers complete with productivity comparison charts and monthly projections using any number of metrics such as Work RVU, Gross Charges, Visit Counts, New Patients, Days to Bill, Payments per visit plus many more.

- Click, Drag and Drop your way through the data analysis
- Compare multiple metrics, time periods and filter scenarios
- Export reports and graphs to Excel or PDF
- Accurate RVU calculations and adjustments including GPCI
- Save and share your Ad Hoc reports and dashboards
Turnkey Performance and Quality Management with Daily Dashboards

Sound familiar?
- You don’t have a way for providers to easily track their Clinical Quality Measures or quickly identify patients with gaps in care?
- You struggle with Excel and running multiple reports to identify patients based on visit patterns, lab results, chronic conditions or any other complex clinical data.
- You don’t have enough time to adequately produce scheduling, productivity, E&M coding, denial or financial analysis reports?

We have the solutions:
Interactive Daily Dashboards complete with powerful ‘drill through’ analysis capabilities offer a cumulative view of quality and performance using Key Performance Indicators and Clinical Quality Measures. CQMs easily highlight gaps in care with the ability to drill down to the relevant patient populations while KPI’s can quickly identify significant performance deficits with drill down to detail. These powerful dashboards provide the overall view management needs to quickly identify trends or variances against goals and benchmarks.

Interactive customizable dashboards for all areas of the revenue cycle including clinical quality analytics.
We provide enterprise reporting and population health solutions with healthcare analytics for hundreds of practices of all sizes and specialties.

“I use the CQM Dashboards daily to identify patients with gaps in care and the Ad Hoc Population Manager helped me finish my UDS reporting in a matter of hours instead of days.”

Clinical Quality Coordinator - PCMH
(18 provider Primary Care Group)

“We’re moving to a performance based compensation model and I need a way to distribute productivity reports to all the providers on a timely basis without having to create them manually. In addition, I need to track what’s happening this month, not last month.”

Chief Financial Officer
(20 provider FQHC)

“The ad hoc tool is fantastic! It takes me a matter of minutes to respond to report requests and since the site administrators now have their own secure access to their specific practices, I don’t get as many unique report requests.”

Director of Revenue Cycle
(Large Academic MS Practice with over 450 Physicians)

“Now I can monitor over 40 practices on a daily basis and their corresponding managers to easily track cash flow and visit volumes. This was simply not an option before dashboardMD.”

President
(RCM Services and Consulting for 40+ practices)

“dashboardMD saves us weeks of manual data processing by automating our monthly reports distribution to over 500 providers with roll-ups to more than 30 directors, administrators and executives.”

Chief Operating Officer
(Integrated Healthcare System with over 500 providers)

“dashboardMD saves me a ton of time every week by automatically emailing me a comprehensive rolled-up report from each of my 19 practices, every Monday morning. I used to run 19 reports on Sunday night and then manually post them into a single spreadsheet.”

Chief Operating Officer
(100 provider Multi-Specialty Group)

Contact us today. We’re here to help.
877-289-2311
dashboardMD.com